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In an era of rapid technological progress, modern distance education, which 
effectively combines computer aided instruction and Internet technology to handle 
online teaching, comes into being. It has gradually promoted the network-based 
modern distance education to be a new trend of the development of modern education. 
As a key module in distance education, intelligent question answering, which is an 
important factor used to evaluate the robustness of a distance education system, 
breaks through the limitations which exist in traditional question answering way and it 
deals with asking and answering via Internet. Intelligent answering involves various 
aspects of multi-disciplinary knowledge , through that it automatically analyzes 
problems and gives a concise and accurate answer quickly, providing high-quality 
interaction between teachers and students and playing a positive role in promoting the 
implementation of quality education and teaching reform. 
This paper studies and designs an intelligent question answering system in 
distance education based on Frequently asked questions(FAQ), aiming at helping 
teachers save time answering duplicate questions. By reading a lot of literature and a 
detailed analysis of requirements of system to clarify the research background and 
elaborate the research significance, this paper presents a research program of the 
system firstly. Detailed requirements analysis are made to understand system 
workflow, design database table structure and establish comprehensive system 
architecture. Moreover, through a comprehensive study of Chinese Word 
Segmentation, system finally adopts the reverse directional maximum match method 
to deal with segmentation, the VSM-based TF-IDF method to compute sentence 
similarity and a method based on Tongyici cilin to compute semantic similarity. Then 
system uses the similarity fusion model to evaluate the final similarity value. In 
addition, in order to effectively improve the efficiency of query FAQ library, this 
paper further researches quickly positioning technology. Contrast index and inverted 
index and a detailed analysis of data characteristics, this paper finally decides to take 
the inverted index structure to improve the efficiency and accuracy of keyword 
search. 
The IQAS in this paper is built on the platform .Net, based on MVC design 
pattern and adopting B/S architecture for the development, implement and detailed 
tests of the functional modules in the system. 
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关注。大约在 1882 年，肖托夸运动推动了这种网络教育形式。 



























































































门来构建资源库以及信息库，比如 Education World、Yahooligans 和 Federal 




















































位技术。本文采取倒排索引结构来存储 FAQ 库，提高关键词检索的效率及精确度。 
（5）智能答疑系统构建上在.net 平台上，在实现答疑模块时，首先对基于





















第 2章是开发平台及相关技术介绍。先对开发平台 Visual Studio2010、后
台数据库 SQL Server2008 和服务器 IIS7.0 作了简单的介绍，然后简单地阐述了
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